Your Roadmap to Inspire Peaceful Newborn Sleep
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Watch, Listen, and Learn
How Baby Communicates
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Have Realistic
Expectations
FACT: Sleep periods
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Respect the Span of
“Happily Awake Time”
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Learn to Read Your
Baby’s Sleepy Signals

Differentiate between Sleeping
Noises and Awake Noises
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Understand and Respect Your
Baby’s Sucking Reflex
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Give Baby a Chance to
Fall Asleep Unaided
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Provide Motion for
Peaceful Sleep
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Use Pink-Hued
White Noise
FACT: By keeping
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Ensure Adequate
Daily Naps

can be as short as 20
minutes or as long as
five hours. There is no
“day” or “night”
to Baby!
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Set Your Baby’s
Biological Clock

10

Help Your Baby Make
Friends With the Bassinet
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Swaddle at the Right Time,
in the Right Way

Develop a Hint of
Bedtime Routine

FACT: White noise,
quiet and dim lights,
your voice, a lullaby
are elements of
inducing sleep.
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Tune Out the Criticism and Be
True to Yourself and Baby!

The No-Cry Sleep Solution for Newborns

By Bestselling Author of the No-Cry Solution Series, Elizabeth Pantley
AVAILABLE WHEREVER BOOKS ARE SOLD

nights dark and
quiet, and days
bright and happy,
you can help
Baby’s internal
clock to mature.

5 Easy Ways to Help Your Newborn
Sleep Better

Newborn
Sleep

Newborn sleep problems are common – but it’s a mystery.
Babies in the womb sleep up to twenty hours per day.
Newborns know how to sleep, but we unknowingly get in
the way of their natural process. Here are ways to help
your baby get more sweet dreams.

Elizabeth Pantley, Author
The No-Cry Sleep Solution for Newborns

1

Don’t Exceed Baby’s “Happily Awake Span”
Newborns can only last forty-five minutes to an hour between sleep sessions. By three months
of age this can extend to two or three hours, maximum. If your baby is awake longer than
biology allows he’ll be fussier and cry more, plus find it harder to fall asleep.

2

Learn your Baby’s Sleepy Signals
Your newborn will give you signals when she’s tired. If you miss the signs, your baby will
quickly become overtired. On the flip side, a baby who isn’t tired will reject efforts to get her to
sleep. Look for that perfect sleepy moment. Babies share a few common signs of tiredness, such
as losing interest in people and toys and making slower movements.

3

Correctly Identify Sleeping Sounds and Motions
Newborns grunt, coo, twitch, and shift position during sleep. These noises and movements don’t
always signal awakening. Rushing to pick your baby up during these occurrences can actually
wake her up! So, take a pause to observe and listen. If your baby is sleeping – let her sleep!

4

Use White Noise to Mask Baby-waking Sounds
The use of quiet, rumbly white noise can soothe your baby and mask any outside sounds that
wake him. Find a sound that you enjoy, too, since your baby may enjoy these sleepy sounds up
through toddlerhood.

5

Feed your Newborn Frequently – Day and Night.
Your baby doesn’t have a day/night body clock, so sleep and feedings occur
throughout a 24-hour period. Your newborn’s teaspoon-sized stomach
doesn’t last long without food. Newborns can’t sleep when they’re hungry
and will keep waking up until they’re fed. It’s better to respond to feeding
cues quickly so you can both get back to the important job of sleeping.

For more articles visit NoCrySolution.com

Four Ways that White Noise
Works its Magic

The Magic
of
White Noise

The right kind of background noise is a perfect sleep aid
for most newborns because it is effective in a variety of
ways. Whether your baby is an easy sleeper or a more
challenged sleeper, white noise can be helpful to your
little one in four different ways:

Elizabeth Pantley, Author
The No-Cry Sleep Solution for Newborns
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A gentle sound can be effective at soothing Baby to sleep.
The simple, repetitive “Shhh Shhh” sound helps to calm a baby because it mimics mother’s
heartbeat. When a baby hears these types of sounds it allows him to focus on those, and then
he can center himself and relax or fall asleep.
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The sound masks harsh noises that startle your baby awake.
A steady hum of background noise can help to block out sharp sudden sounds. White noise, played
just loud enough (but not too loud), softens the edges of these sharp sounds.
You don’t want to have to always tiptoe around a sleeping baby, and the sounds of the house, like
talking or soft footsteps, are actually soothing, as babies love to hear the sounds of the village as
they sleep. However, sharp sounds like dishes clinking, a phone ringing, dogs barking, or older
siblings shouting can be intrusive sounds that wake your sleeping newborn. Having white noise
playing can mask these baby-waking noises.

3

White noise sounds can act as a bridge between sleep cycles.
White noise can cover many disruptive sounds that happen during naps or in the middle of the
night. When your baby is having a brief awakening between sleep cycles and hears these noises,
they can gain his attention and bring him fully awake. White noise can help your baby move
seamlessly through sleep cycles (when hunger doesn't interfere) so that your baby has a longer
nap or fewer night wakings.

4

A sound used frequently creates a consistent cue.
When your baby hears this specific sound she knows it’s time to sleep. When
you routinely use the sounds as soon as you notice signs of tiredness, your
baby comes to recognize it as sleeping music. Add some warm milk and a
cuddle to easily lull your baby to sleep.
White noise is conducive to sleep, but unhelpful during awake times. Turn the
white noise off as soon as your baby is awake. This keeps the sound exclusive
to sleep and allows your infant to hear the sounds of the world when she is
awake and alert.

For more articles visit NoCrySolution.com

